Single strand symmetry has been observed in several genomes, and some authors have associated this phenomenon to genome evolution. However, it is still not clear how strong and exceptional this phenomenon is. We use next-generation sequencing data from a sample of 1,092 human individuals made available by the 1000 Genomes Project. To evaluate the phenomenon of symmetry of single-strand human genomic DNA, we explore and analyze these 1,092 human genomes and 1,092 randomly generated sequences, each forced to mimic the nucleotide frequency distribution of their real counterpart. Our methodology is based on measurements, traditional and equivalence statistical tests using different parameters. By statistical testing we find that the global symmetries phenomenon is significant for word lengths smaller than 8. When we evaluate the global symmetry scores, we obtain strong values for all word lengths and both types of sequences under study. However, the symmetry scores in human genomes reach higher values and have lower dispersion than those in random sequences. We also find that human and random symmetry scores are significantly different. We conclude that in the human genome, the differences between symmetric words are higher than in random sequences, but the correlation between symmetric words in human genomes is higher.
1.0 INTRODUCTION
Chargaff's second parity rule asserts that the percentage of complementary nucleotides should be similar in each of the two strands of a DNA sequence [11, 5, 12] . Different authors have described similarities between the frequencies of words and their inverted complements (which we call symmetry phenomenon) even for longer word lengths (e.g. [10, 4, 3, 7, 14] ). However, to the best of our knowledge, no previous work used genomes of several individuals from the same species to characterize the significance of this symmetry phenomenon within the species. Here, we explore and characterize the significance of the symmetry phenomenon in the human genome using data from multiple genomes made available by the 1,000 Genomes Project [2] , the first to sequence the genomes of a large number of individuals.
We present novel methodologies to explore similarities between symmetric words using sequencing data obtained with next-generation methodologies, and explore the symmetry phenomenon in word lengths of 1 to 12 nucleotides. Furthermore, to add further support to our findings, we compare results obtained for each human genome to a simulated genome that mimics the nucleotide distribution of the former.
2.0 MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTALS PROCEDURES
We evaluate the symmetry phenomenon using word frequency counts in human genomes and random DNA sequences. Words are interchangeably called -mers. We study word lengths ∈ { 1, 2, … , 12 } . Our sample has = 1092 human genomes and their corresponding 1092 random sequences counterpart. For each individual, all words of length were counted in both the real and simulated genomes. For each word length, the word ( ) and its corresponding symmetric word ( ′ ) counts are paired to obtain symmetric pair counts ( ; ′ ). Note that, the number of distinct -mers is 4 . For ∈ {1, 2, … , } , is the number of times the word appears in the genome sequence of individual and
The corresponding relative frequencies are represented by = and ′ = ′ .
Materials
We use the GRCh37.1 reference human genome assembly [2] and version 3 (March 16, 2012) of a Phase 1 integrated variant call set based on both low coverage and exome whole genome sequencing data from 1,092 individuals [1] . The VCF files contain the alterations necessary to incorporate in the reference human genome in order to obtain a different, individual human genome. We developed a package of custom-made C programs to generate alternate FASTA genomes from population sequencing VCF data, and to count occurrences of words from these individual genomes. Our data processing pipeline is schematically represented in Figure 1 .
The 1000 genomes project provides next-generation sequencing data for a sample of 1,092 individuals. We also simulated a random genomes sample with the same sample size of human genomes sample. For each human genome and for each chromosome, we simulated a random sequence with the same length and the same nucleotide distribution as the real chromosome. Interruptions (bursts of N symbols) were also simulated with the same probability as that found on the real chromosome. We call this sample the random sequences sample. 
Statistical Hypothesis Testing
Traditional statistical hypothesis testing may be used to assess differences. However, it is well known that when traditional hypothesis tests are applied to large data sets, any small effect is always deemed significant [9, 6, 8] . Furthermore, we want to evaluate if there are similarities, not differences, between the occurrences of symmetric words. To overcome this drawback, we use equivalence tests for testing the equivalence between symmetric words. Let µ denote the (population) mean of the ratio of the w word frequency and its corresponding reversed complement word frequency (ratio of the frequency of the symmetric pair). We studied the equivalence between pairs of symmetric words ( , ′) using the ratio of the frequency of the symmetric pair and a practical tolerance δ (> 1), and concluding the equivalence when 1 < µ < . Let ̅̅̅̅ denote the corresponding sample mean and for each individual the ratio is given by = ′ .
The statistical hypotheses for the equivalence test are:
The ratio between two frequencies, = ′ , is an effect size measure. As in many studies, e.g. [13] , we consider the effect to be weak when it assumes values between 1.1 and 1.3 and we explore these lower effect size values as a tolerance to conclude practical equivalence. When the sample size is high, by the central limit theorem, we use the z interval for the unknown true value of µ , which is,
Where SE( ) = /√ with denoting the sample standard deviation of . In this case, the equivalence tests procedure consists of obtaining the confidence interval for the parameter and checking if it is contained in the interval (1/ , ). If so, 0 is rejected and for the ( , ′) pair, the equivalence can be assumed.
For each type of data and for each word length , we construct 4 equivalence tests. When we reject all of the 4 null hypotheses, we consider that the symmetry phenomenon is present, as all symmetric pairs are equivalent in a global way.
For testing the non equivalence between symmetric words we use the following statistical hypotheses:
For both types of data and for each word length , we construct 4 non equivalence tests. When we reject one of the 4 null hypotheses, we consider that the global symmetry phenomenon is not present.
Since we conduct simultaneous tests, we apply the Bonferroni correction.
Symmetry Score
We use Pearson's correlation to measure the global agreement between symmetric words in each individual. In particular, we use the coefficient as a score of symmetry in each individual
Correlation
To evaluate the significance of correlation between a pair of symmetric words, we apply the two tailed Pearson correlation test. Considering the Pearson correlation parameter, the tests hypotheses are: Figure 2 displays the percentage of equivalent pairs (in the sense of what has been described previously) for each -mer length and each tolerance value ( ). We verify equivalence between symmetric pairs for ≤ 8 for both tolerance values = 1.1 and = 1.3. For > 8, we identify some pairs where the non equivalence is significant using non equivalence tests (see Figure  3) . A random sequence generated subject only to Chargaff´s second parity rule should exhibit the symmetry phenomenon (similar frequencies for all symmetric pairs), regardless of the word length. This is confirmed in all equivalence and non equivalence tests, as shown in Figures 2 and 3 . Figure 4 displays an error bar plot of the global scores of symmetry (SS, equation 1). We observe high score values (close to 1) for all word lengths ∈ { 1, 2, … , 12 } and for all sequence types. However, this score has a tendency to decrease as the word length increases. Note that, though all global scores of symmetry have high values, these might be attributable to the contribution of a few outliers. In this figure, we observe a high association between k and the scores (approximately parabolic behavior, concavity down with inflection point in = 4). The global symmetry score has higher values in the human genome than in random sequences, and the random results have higher dispersion than in human sequences. Table 2 presents the results of two-tailed t tests for mean differences. As expected, for nucleotides the difference is not significant, but for the other -mers, we obtain significant differences between the symmetry scores of human and random sequences. 
Statistical Hypothesis Testing

Score of Symmetry
Association by Symmetric Word Pair
We study the association behavior of symmetric word pairs by analyzing the correlation coefficient between symmetric pair counts ( , ′ ). For each word length k, there are 4 pairs of symmetric words. However, some words are their own inverted complement ( = ′), and so the symmetric pair counts are necessarily equal ( = ′ ). To avoid any bias, we exclude such self-symmetric words (SSW) from this study. (Note that there are 2 SSW when k is even and none when k is odd.) The correlation coefficient and the corresponding statistical test p-value are obtained for each symmetric word pair based on a sample of 1,092 individuals. Table 3 displays the frequency  table of the correlation coefficients, highlighting the corresponding conclusion of t correlation tests. Figure 5 shows statistics of the correlation coefficients between pairs of symmetric words in 1,092 human genomes (red) and their corresponding random sequences (green).
For both types of data, as expected, we observe significant positive correlation and in some cases non significant correlation (see Table 3 ). However, the dispersion of correlations in human genomes is lower than in random sequences, and for k>8 we observe some significantly negative correlations. In Figure 5 , for both sequence types, we observe a curious tendency: as k increases, the mean of the correlation tends to zero. Moreover, for ≤ 8, the human genome results have higher association (positive correlation) values than their random counterparts. For > 8, both types of data have means of correlation within the range (-0.05;0.05). For = 5, the symmetric pair (CGTTA, TAACG) is the single pair responsible for the hypothesis test not rejecting the null hypothesis. Moreover, there are 8.6% of pairs where the correlation is not strong (Table 3, = 5). For > 5, there are many more pairs responsible for the non rejection of the null hypothesis. The percentage of not strongly correlated pairs also increases. The left panel of Figure 6 shows a scatter plot for the symmetric word pair (CGTTA, TAACG), which does not present significant positive correlation.
However, for all ∈ { 1, 2, . . . , 12 } , there are several pairs of symmetric words where the correlation is significant and strong. An example is displayed in the right panel of Figure 6 , for the symmetric word pair (AAAAAAA, TTTTTTT) with positive correlation. 
4.0 CONCLUSIONS
Here, we studied the word symmetry phenomenon, characterized through word frequencies, in 1,092 human genomes. We confirmed the global tendency of the symmetry phenomenon using equivalence tests and a global score of symmetry. We identified an interval of word lengths where the global symmetry phenomenon tendency starts to be non significant. Whereas the global score of symmetry has high values for all word lengths investigated, the equivalence tests show a breakdown of symmetry for > 8.
In the human genome we identified several words with unexpected association with their corresponding inverted complement.
Moreover, several symmetric pairs have significantly strong negative correlation.
We conclude that the symmetry phenomenon is less prevalent in human genomes than previously thought. It will be interesting to investigate this symmetry phenomenon for selected genomic regions.
